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Author Classification for Weblogs

Summary: 
	Weblogs or online journals (from sites such as xanga.com or livejournal.com) provide large amounts of text, often tagged with classification information such as the writer's gender, physical location or age. Despite this, weblogs have not been the target of any significant NLP projects. This project is intended to implement a statistical classification system for weblog authors, categorizing them by gender, age, and rough geographical location. 
	The project was originally based around classification by means of a Support Vector Machine, an algorithm that attempts to classify data by training to create a seperation hyperplane between classes. In specific, the SVM implementation used here is SVM Light by Thorsten Joachims. Insurmountable difficulties encountered in using SVM classification eventually prompted a shift to a simpler Baynesian model.
	Weblogs are an attractive target for NLP-based author classification not simply because the application is relatively novel, but because of the wealth of information, both linguistic and non-linguistic, they offer about their authors. Though it is expected that bigrams and unigrams will be by far the most important features, much of the other information involved, especially the information regarding interpersonal connections, may prove useful for age/gender classification.
	As mentioned, there has been little to no previous NLP work on weblog corpora. There are, however, numerous previous applications of author classification, usually classification of author identity (as in Applied Bayesian and Classical Inference: The Case of the Federalist Papers, Mosteller and Wallace) or gender. Very high success rates (~93%) have been achieved on classification of informal phone transcripts simply with unigram/bigram feature counts. (A Quantitative Analysis of Lexical Differences Between Genders in Telephone Conversations, Boulis and Ostendorf). The similarity of these projects to our own gives evidence that high classification accuracy is at least theoretically possible.

Labor Division: 
	Robbie Yan wrote the first-order crawling code for Xanga and Livejournal, the database interface code, the SVM interface code, and the Baynesian classifier. Peter Ciccolo wrote the second-order crawling code for Livejournal and Xanga,  the feature extraction and trimming code, and the writeup.

Implementation: 
	Three major systems were implemented for this project, through results are presented for only one. These three systems are designed to perform classification on weblogs from xanga.com and livejournal.com. Both of these sites provide some level of (voluntary) tagging for location and age; xanga also provides voluntary tagging of gender.
	For all systems, the first step is to crawl over a series of randomly selected weblogs from the site and store information regarding them into the database. For each user, we typically store a user name, a selection of user-written text (in an unprocessed form, such as HTML or XML from an RSS feed), and some other information (classification information extracted from the website, or the raw HTML of pages containing said information). 
	For livejournal weblogs, a second-order crawling step comes into play, which consists of parsing the stored profile HTML page to tag the user and obtain other possible feature information, and to extract the written text from the stored HTML pages. The second-order parsing of Xanga consisted of tagging already-crawled users with location and age information (if present).
	Once the crawling is complete, we are ready to perform feature extraction on the data for use in SVM or Baynesian classification. For Xanga, features extracted are quite simple, and all linguistically linked: unigram and bigram counts, and average lengths of observed words, sentences, and weblog entries. Livejournal feature extraction is significantly more involved, as there is a great deal more formatted information presented to crawlers: the number of weblogs read by the user, the number of other users who subscribe to this one, the posting  and commenting frequencies, etc. Features are registered with a master counter, for the purpose of eliminating those with an especially low or high overall count before they are passed to the SVM or Baynesean classifier. (Because of the sparseness of unigrams and bigrams, this step eliminates a significant portion of collected features from consideration. These features also tend to be the least helpful for classification.)
	Once feature counts have been tallied, the information is written to a file for processing by SVM Light. Data points are split into a training and a test set: both sets are output to file, and the SVM is trained on the former. The resulting decision information is then used to classify the latter set, and the resulting success rate is used as a metric. This SVM training and classification is performed for 3 sets: one split on gender, one ranked by age, and one split on region. A similar process is carried out for Baynesian classification.
	The set split on gender simply tags each example as male or female. The set ranked by age is divided into two categories: below 20 years old, and over 20 years old. The set split on region is a binary classification of data points as belonging to residents of a certain region (for our evaluation purposes, the South) or not. We identify and tag webloggers with one of 6 regions, based on the region definitions of the US Census: Southern, Mountain, Midwest, West, Northeast, and Other (Hawaii and Alaska). These tags are intended to be general enough to capture linguistic differences while retaining some specificity. Similarly, the age buckets are chosen so as to roughly divide the weblog population by phase of life, and by extension topic and word choices.
	The Baynesian classifier works once features have been collected. It stores, for each feature, a count of how many users within a given classification exhibit that feature, as well as how many users exist with that classification. From this information, it is possible to approximate the Baynesean probability
	
	p(featurei | classk) = p(featurei, classk)	/ p(classk)

Our probability estimate is obtained by replacing the probabilities above with empirical counts. It is important to note that this is a rough metric, not a sum-to-one probability distribution. Specifically, the counts are obtained after trimming the most and least frequently occurring features, and any feature that does not fall in the remaining set (including those that have genuinely not been seen before) is assumed to have a probability of 1. This decision is not unmotivated: the data is extremely sparse, and so the vast majority of features that we see in the test set are bound to be unknown. Moreover, by giving unknown words a probability of 1, we are effectively acting as if they did not exist at all. While this is a disastrous idea for estimating sentence probabilities, it is perfectly serviceable for matching: the end result is that we make decisions based only on the significant, middle-frequency set. Words that occur very frequently are nearly useless for classification, as it is doubtful that their usage rate varies between classes; words that occur only a few times are likely to cause false matches if their true, unweighted Baynesian probability is used. The overall probability that a data point matches a class is the product of the probability of its features given that it is from that class. The class with the highest such probability is considered to be matching.

Testing:

	The final Xanga-based test corpora consisted of parsed and processed RSS feeds (of approximately five entries apiece. The number of users with each classification tag is shown below:

Gender:			Location:
Male	   Female		West	    South	Mountain	Midwest	NE	Other
2807	   5519			1405	    614		38		335		421	153

Age:
< 20	>= 20
4242	675

Test 1: Gender classification, 
Training: 2500 males 		5000 females 
Testing: 250 males 		500 females
Upper tags eliminated: 5%
Lower tags eliminated: Total Count <= 2.

ACTUAL --->
MALE
FEMALE
Precision



0.37
TAGGED AS



MALE
203
350
Recall
FEMALE
47
150
0.81

The above result was obtained by analysis on blogs retaining their RSS tags.







Test 2: Gender classification

Training: 2500 males 		5000 females 
Testing: 250 males 		500 females
Upper tags eliminated: 5%
Lower tags eliminated: Total Count <= 2.

ACTUAL --->
MALE
FEMALE
Precision



0.47
TAGGED AS



MALE
153
169
Recall
FEMALE
97
331
0.61

The above result was obtained by analysis on blogs that were stripped of their RSS tags before processing for unigrams. This resulted in a significant improvement in accuracy of classification, as much of the extraneous "noise" data was not included in this runthrough.

Test 3: Gender classification

Training: 2500 males 		5000 females 
Testing: 250 males 		500 females
Upper tags eliminated: 5%
Lower tags eliminated: Total Count <= 9

ACTUAL --->
MALE
FEMALE
Precision



0.33
TAGGED AS



MALE
250
500
Recall
FEMALE
0
0
1

The above result was obtained by starting from the point of test 2, and also omitting all punctuation from the unigrams: normally, punctuation adjacent to a word is split off into a separate word for unigram purposes. In this test, we split off punctuation and then discarded it, again in an effort to reduce noise. The more important factor here was the very high threshold, which exacerbated the natural problem of sparseness and led to the high misclassification exhibited. Interestingly, the top probability words of each gender were strongly differentiated in this example. Highly probable words for males included "rotting, brotherhood, programming, hold'em, gays, assault, workouts, tobacco, versus, severely, rivalry, motherfuckin, faked" and the like. Highly probable words for females included "sistas, shay, reruns, promenade, n*sync, mommys, lovelies, loooove, height, freckles, fantabulous".

Discussion:
	Problems: By far the greatest problems involved in this project were logistical. In particular, great difficulty was encountered in relation to crawling rates and SVM training. The second-order crawling involved in the livejournal system required a great number of HTML requests to the livejournal site (one for each weblog entry in question, effectively) in order to obtain consistently formatted text. The notorious slowness of the livejournal site, combined with the large number of requests necessary per user and the livejournal policy of restricting bandwidth given to bots made the livejournal system regrettably too slow to be practical over the timeframe of this project. 
	Similarly, there were numerous problems with SVM Light essentially "breaking" on correctly formatted data, being unable to learn, and hence being unable to classify. Efforts to fix this problem basically centered around bringing feature counts closer together, through normalization and more aggressive cutting of features with extreme counts. Ultimately, the SVM implementation failed on data sets of around 200 data points or more, rendering it infeasible for classification and prompting the shift to a Baynesian classifier. The submission contains a .rar archive with all of the unused code.
	Both because of the nature of English text and the informal nature of much weblog speech, the unigram and bigram features are extremely sparse, and a great number of the features have very low counts. Running extraction on 200 data points produces approximately 60,000 features after removing all features with count 1. Increasing the lower boundary to 5 reduces the feature count to 3,000. This sparsity makes classification challenging, as the feature overlap between any two data points is likely to be very small, excepting for the most common features ("the," "and," "I," "so," and the like). The middle portions of the feature distribution are the most useful for classification, but they comprise a relatively small portion of the counts. Normal linguistic sparsity is actually worsened in an open weblog community, as many people, particularly younger people, employ highly unusual and nonstandardized 'variant' spellings.

	Improvements: Obviously, investment of the time and resources necessary to fully crawl the livejournal data or create a working SVM implementation would presumably result in better classification. In addition, though a sizeable number of users were indexed in the database, each user is associated with a relatively small amount of text, since the text was acquired by looking at the automatic RSS feed associated with the user, which only contains the most recent entries.
	With greater amounts of data, the age and location buckets might be able to be broken down into less granular categories, with more and smaller age ranges and location groupings. In addition, more text would probably provide much better classification accuracy, as the blog text is quite sparse.
	A more sophisticated Baynesian model, for example one that dealt with unknown or extreme-frequency words differently (perhaps by giving a fixed probability space to truly unknown words and lowering the weight of extreme-frequency-count words), or one that considers bigrams as well as unigrams. The latter would require much more data to escape being rendered useless by the sparsity of the data. 








